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Minutes 
Architectural Review Board  

Village /Town of Mount Kisco  
Wednesday, May 20, 2015 

7:30 pm 
 
The meeting was called to order at 7:30 PM, Wednesday, April 15, 2015 at the Municipal 
Building, Mount Kisco, New York by Chairman MacDonald.   
 
Members Present:  Chairman James MacDonald 

Kenneth Brettschneider 
    Joshua Heinz     

Tatiana Olferiev 
     
Members Absent:  Andrea Eisenberg 
 
Staff Present:  John Landi, Building Inspector 
     
Staff Absent:  None 
 
 
Returning Cases: 
 
1. Will & Sandra Sargisson    Case #ARB14-30 
 47 Willetts Road 
 Mount Kisco, NY  10549 
 
Chairman MacDonald called 47 Willetts Road.  Joe Paiva, architect and Will Sargisson, 
property owner appeared before the Board. 
 
Joe Paiva explained that they are back before the Board because they are raising the plate 
height of the garage.  They are adding a bonus room above the garage for the kids. 
Chairman MacDonald asked if the ridge point of the roof hitting the wall and pitching both 
ways.  Mr. Paiva showed that on the elevations it was difficult to see that the wall is set 
back and the roof ridge does not hit the wall.  Chairman MacDonald pointed out the 
windows on the front of the garage are proportionally smaller than the windows on the rear.  
Tatiana Olferiev suggested that the windows be the same on the front and the back. 
 
MOTION: 
 
Ken Brettschneider made a motion to accept the changes as proposed and the 
Board recommends checking the proportionality of the windows.  Chairman 
MacDonald seconded the motion.  All ayes. 
 
New Cases: 
 
1. William Heffernan     Case #ARB15-15 
 283 No. Bedford Road    Signage 
 Mount Kisco, NY  10549 
 
Chairman MacDonald called William Heffernan.  William Heffernan, business owner, 
appeared before the Board. 
 
Mr. Heffernan explained his business, Whipskin, involves vinyl wraps, paint correction and 
paint protection on vehicles.  He is proposing a sign for this business that will be placed 
above the overhead door on the front of the building. 
 
Tatiana Olferiev asked about the thickness of the sign.  Mr. Heffernan said the sign if a flat 
aluminum panel.  Chairman MacDonald asked if Mr. Heffernan was proposing any lighting 
for the sign.  Mr. Heffernan said he is not.  There is a light over the door.  Ken 
Brettschneider asked if the business had evening hours.  Mr. Heffernan said he does not. 
 
MOTION: 
 
Josh Heinz made a motion to accept the signage as proposed for Whipskin.  Ken 
Brettschneider seconded the motion.  All ayes.  
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2. Kevin Brenner     Case #ARB15-13 
 121 Smith Avenue     Siding/Windows    
 Mount Kisco, NY  10549     
 
Chairman MacDonald called 121 Smith Avenue.  Eugene Pletner appeared on behalf of Kevin 
Brenner.   
 
Mr. Pletner said this building is located on Smith Avenue.  The first floor contains office 
space and the second floor is residential.  They are proposing to replace the windows in the 
building and the siding with hardiplank and trim.  The siding will be Navajo beige in color.  
On the second floor, they are enlarging the second floor windows for egress.  He added on 
the back of the house, they are providing wheelchair access by adding a lift.   
 
Chairman MacDonald asked if there would be new railings.  Mr. Pletner said they are leaving 
everything as is with the exception of the stairs in the rear of house.  Chairman MacDonald 
asked if they are removing the shrubs.  Mr. Pletner said they are going to remain as is.  
Chairman MacDonald asked if they were changing the roofing.  Mr. Pletner said they are 
only changing the siding and windows.  Tatiana Olferiev asked if they were keeping the 
existing light fixture.  Mr. Pletner said he wasn’t sure.  Chairman MacDonald asked if they 
are putting the gutters back.  Josh Heinz pointed out they are removing one window on the 
second floor.  Mr. Pletner said they are adding a kitchen on the second floor on the driveway 
side of the building.   
 
MOTION: 
 
Tatiana Olferiev made a motion to accept the project as presented.  Ken 
Brettschneider seconded the motion.  All ayes. 
 
3. Hudson Riley LLC     Case #ARB15-14 
 179 Main Street     Storefront alteration  
 Mount Kisco, NY  10549     
 
Chairman MacDonald called 179 Main Street.  George Gaspar, Grandberg & Associates 
Architects, appeared before the Board. 
 
Mr. Gaspar explained that his client has purchased this building and has been doing some 
maintenance work but they are ready to take the next step.  They are before the Planning 
Board for site plan approval.  He showed the Board a photograph of the building.  Mr. 
Gaspar explained that their intent is to power wash the entire structure and take the paint 
off.  He said wherever there is brick on the building, it will be returned to brick.  He said the 
stucco will be painted to match the brick.  Mr. Gaspar pointed out that the space between 
the windows defines the floors.  All the windows are staying.  They are going to remove all 
the glass and repair the frames. The existing glass is single pain.  They are not sure yet if 
they are going to leave the glass single pane or replace the units in kind with insulated glass 
that would stay inside the frame.  Chairman MacDonald said the insulated glass has a back 
portion and asked if the frames could handle that. Mr. Gaspar said there is an Italian 
manufacturer they are looking at for the glass.  They are not settling who they look for.  
The windows will have the same spacing and the framing will be black.     
 
Chairman MacDonald asked if they are insulating and using stucco on the sides.  Mr. Gaspar 
said they were.  Chairman MacDonald asked about the window sills.  Mr. Gaspar said they 
are brick.  Ken Brettschneider asked if they are repairing the stucco on the front.  Chairman 
MacDonald asked about the cap flashing on the roof.  Mr. Gaspar said they are repairing 
what there.  Chairman MacDonald said there is a program in town for solar panels and 
asked if the owner was interested.  Mr. Gaspar said they haven’t considered solar panels 
and added there is a rumor in the industry that the solar panels inhibit firemen’s ability to 
fight fires from the roof. 
 
Mr. Gaspar explained that similar to what his office did with the restaurant, Winston, they 
like to reuse materials.  They are proposing lighting in front and a canopy over the 
storefront in a black Sunbrella fabric.  There is lighting proposed above each canopy.  They 
are taking down the storefront panels near the sidewalk to have a more open retail look on 
the first floor.  Chairman MacDonald said he is concerned about the plain storefront and 
asked if there was design intent to bring the grid down.  Mr. Gaspar said there was no plan 
for that.  With Winston, their intent was to create a homey feel.  In this building, the first 
floor is retail and the storefront will be drawing people inside.   
 
Chairman MacDonald asked about signage.  Mr. Gaspar said they would have to come back 
for that.  Chairman MacDonald asked if the lights were meant to light the awnings.  Mr. 
Gaspar said the signage will be proposed to be placed on the awnings.  Chairman 
MacDonald pointed out they should integrate the 911 address into the signage.  Tatiana 
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Olferiev asked if there were color samples for the building.  Mr. Gaspar said the stucco will 
be painted a color as close to the brick color as possible to give a uniform color.  Tatiana 
Olferiev asked if the crown would be different.  Mr. Gaspar said it is so small they are 
leaning for the same color rather than black so it blends in. 
 
MOTION: 
 
Ken Brettschneider made a motion to accept the proposal as submitted.  Chairman 
MacDonald seconded the motion.  All ayes. 
 
4. Ashley Foote     Case #ARB15-16 
 1 Carlton Drive     Front portico 
 Mount Kisco, NY  10549 
 
Chairman MacDonald called 1 Carlton Drive.  Mark Elliott, contractor, and Ashley Foote, 
property owner appeared before the Board. 
 
Mr. Elliott explained that they are redesigning the front entry of the house.  They are 
extending the radius of the front porch that was built with the house and are squaring it off.  
He showed photographs of the house as well as examples of similar porticos that exist on 
house in the neighborhood.  He said the two columns will be projected outside the corners 
of the porch and are made of a composite material.  Chairman MacDonald asked if the flat 
area is accessible from the window.  Mr. Elliott said it is not.  Chairman MacDonald asked if 
Mr. Elliott is using an azak material.  Mr. Elliott said he is using triple 2” x 10”, column to 
column and carry 2” x 8” off the house, resting on the girder, column to column.  The brick 
floor of the porch will be squared off.  Chairman MacDonald asked what he is using for roof 
material.  Mr. Elliott said he is using epdm roofing material. 
 
Josh Heinz asked if Mr. Elliott had a sample of the railing.  Mr. Elliott said they are using a 
black aluminum railing.  Chairman MacDonald asked if the bottom would be all white.  Mr. 
Elliott said it would.  Ken Brettschneider asked about the lighting.  Mr. Elliott said they are 
leaving the existing sconces.   Chairman Macdonald asked about drainage from the roof.  
Mr. Elliott said they would be a slight pitch in the back with a scupper in the corner to tie 
into the leader.  Chairman MacDonald said with the azek type material there is some 
concern with drainage.   
  
MOTION: 
 
Josh Heinz made a motion to accept the project as proposed with the 
recommendation to check the drainage.  Ken Brettschneider seconded the motion.  
All ayes. 
 
Correspondence: 
 
None 
 
Minutes: 
 
April 15, 2015 
 
Tatiana Olferiev made a motion to approve the minutes of April 15, 2015.  Ken 
Brettschneider seconded the motion.  All ayes. 
 
 
Meeting adjourned at 8:15 pm 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Jim MacDonald 
Chairman 
 
/pat 


